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Abstract – The overall effectiveness of DHS operation depends
on the effectiveness of each element of the system separately, as
well as on the interaction of all elements which can be evaluated
by definite parameters on the operation of the system. The
results, which comprise some most essential parameters, reveal
that the impact of the temperature of supply and return water
does not impact on the total efficiency of the system. Special
attention is paid to losses in the heating network in cases with or
without a flue gas condenser.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In Latvia, the district heating systems (DHS) play a
significant role, supplying about 80% of users with heat
energy. This is economically cost effective from many points
of view, as it is possible to achieve a higher efficiency of the
energy production, at the same time taking into account heat
losses in DHS. Another advantage of compact DHS is the
possibility to use the wholesale trade principle, since all the
expenses forming the tariff per MWh produced in a large
system are comparatively lower [1,2]. DHS are very similar;
they are composed of three elements:
a heat source;
heat networks;
heat consumers.
The Latvian experience shows that the overall efficiency of
the DHS is very different, reflected heat consumer tariffs. Heat
rates differ by more than two times. Difference in tariffs of
different district heating companies gives reason to study their
components and to talk about the need to implement energy
effectiveness measures on-site in energy production plants [3],
as well as the need to replace expensive fossil fuels with
relatively cheaper domestic biomass (basically wood) [4,5].
Within the heat power source, it is of utmost importance to
choose the economically and ecologically most appropriate
resource – the fuel. For instance, from all perspectives it is
most appropriate in Latvia to have a complex DHS, which
includes an essentially ramified chain of heat consumers and a
boiler house (basic fuel – wood chip), at which it is possible to
deeply cool flue gases at a flue gas condenser. At the largest
cities of Latvia, natural gas is available. It is an imported fossil
fuel, which is economically justified to use as a reserve fuel,
for instance, during maintenance of wood chip boiler [6]. The
use of wood chips entails also the following negative aspects –
comparatively expensive technologies, necessity for a storage
place, but the main problem is that the use of it often is with a
low efficiency. This can especially be observed in furnaces
that burn damp wood. Wood chips can have widely differing

levels of moisture content, from the 25% standard envisioned
by the European Union to snow-covered wood with a moisture
content of over 55% and sometimes even 60%. There are two
ways of increasing the effectiveness of a boiler house relying
on wood chips as fuel:
1. To dry the wood chips before feeding them into the
furnace. The organisation of the drying process depends on the
specific needs of the boiler room. A dryer must be used to
obtain wood chips with low moisture content, but dryers
consume relatively large amounts of energy that cannot be
used for other purposes.
2. The installation of a flue gas condenser behind the
boiler system [7]. The deep cooling of flue gases implies that
these gases are to be cooled below the dew point.
Technologically, this means that proper conditions should be
provided for this process, i.e. allowing the condensation of
vapours contained in flue gases [8]. The operation of a gas
condenser depends on the energy effectiveness of the
connected DHS users, as well as on water speeds and flow
parameters in all the elements of a heat network including the
heat exchangers at the heat substations of the buildings. In
order to raise the amount of heat derived from a gas
condenser, it is necessary to reduce the DHS return water
temperature. This could be done by modelling − qualitatively
and quantitatively − the operating conditions and control of
the heat-supply system [1,9].
If compared to individual heat supply systems, the main
‘weak point’ of the DHS is the losses of heat power during its
transportation. This problem cannot be completely solved.
Heat losses at the heat network can be reduced by thoroughly
inspecting the technical condition of the heat network, by
applying the qualitatively quantitative system of regulation,
and by operating the DHS with as low temperature of the heat
carrier as possible [9,10].
It is correct to plan in a long-term perspective – to
maximally optimize the DHS so that the heat losses at the heat
network and at the heat consumers are as low as possible, but
consumption of fuel is reduced to the maximum extent
possible at the heat source. Latvian economic rationale of the
complex DHS system encompasses an essentially ramified
chain of heat consumers and a boiler house, at which it is
possible to deeply cool flue gases at a flue gas condenser.
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A complex district heating system (DHS) is a system
encompassing an essentially ramified chain of heat consumers
and a boiler house, at which it is possible to deeply cool flue
gases at a flue gas condenser.
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The effectiveness of a DHS is also significantly influenced
by the correlation of all three said components, which can be
evaluated by employing the particular parameters of operation
of the system:
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Fig. 1. Changes in efficiency of district heating system depending on outdoor
temperature

Tsupply - temperature of supply water in heating network;
Treturn - temperature of return water in heating network;
GDHS - flow rate at heat supply system;
Tfg - temperature of flue gases at the chimney opening;
- air consumption ratio at the chimney opening;
CO - concentration of carbon monoxide in flue gases;
qloss - heat losses in the surrounding environment;
qcons - specific energy consumption of heat consumers;
tcons - consumer temperature at a heat substation;
W - wood wetness contents;
A - wood ash contents;
Tout - outdoor temperature.
The methodology for DHS operation analysis, the algorithm
of which is described in this article, includes using the
described equation system into modeling the effectiveness of a
complex DHS.
The effectiveness evaluation methodology for the DHS, as
proposed in this work, is based on the data analysis of one
heating season of Ludza DHS. The operation data for years
2012/2013 are analyzed, and results of the analysis are
obtained in the form of correlation equations, which are
further used in calculations. Correlation equations are
examined in more detail in this work [11]. In the article [11] it
is demonstrated, that, upon a condition that a fuel gas
condenser is installed at the boiler house, the efficiency of a
system may be calculated by using the following expression:
ηsys = ηboiler (1 + Ncond./Ncap – Qhl/Ncap),

(2)

where
ηboiler - boiler efficiency;
Ncond.- condenser capacity , MW;
Ncap - boiler capacity, MW;
Qhl - heat loss in heating network, MW.
Figure 1 demonstrates changes efficiency of district heating
system depending on outdoor temperature, with and without a
condenser.
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The effectiveness of operation of a complex DHS depends
on outdoor temperature. Moreover, in case the flue gas
condenser is used, the efficiency increases if outdoor
temperature is above 00C
III. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
From expression (2) it can be seen, that, in case the
efficiency of a boiler does not change, then the efficiency of
the system is determined by changes in relative relations of
condenser capacity and heat. Changes in relations are
demonstrated graphically in the form of curves in Figure 2.
Relative condenser capacity N con/N b and
heat losses Qlos /N b
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Fig. 2. Changes in relative condenser capacity and network heat losses
depending on outdoor temperature.

Equations describing changes in relations can be found in
Figure 2.
The relative condenser capacity increases the capacity
supplied into the heating main, however relative heat losses
decrease it. It can be seen that the character of temperature
curves varies at different temperatures. Relative capacity of
condenser increases by square, if outdoor temperature grows.
Increase in relative losses is small, if outdoor temperature
grows approximately to 0…3 0C. Within this interval of
temperatures, the relative capacity supplied into the main
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exceeds the relative losses, and therefore the efficiency of the
system rises, as can be seen in Figure 1. Further increase in
outdoor temperature is related to a substantial increase in
relative heat losses. This causes a decrease in efficiency.
The qualitative changes of relative parameters referred to
herein, may be characterized quantitatively with the help of a
gradient curve. The gradient of a curve at a given point is
defined to be the gradient of the straight line that touches the
curve at that point. The gradient of the curve at point is equal
to the tangent at that point. In case the equation of the curve is
known, then the gradient can be determined by differentiating
the expression, for instance, the gradient for relative curve of
condenser capacity is:
dy1/dx=d(Ncon/Nb)/dtout=0.0004tout+0.0072

(3)

The gradient of a curve is determined by differentiating the
graphical expression of relative losses demonstrated in
Figure 2.
dy2/dx=d(Qz/Nb)/dtout=1.4.E^(-7)〖tout〗^4+6.92E^(-6) 〖tout〗^3+
+1.06E^(-4).〖tout〗^2+6.06E^(-4).tout+2.27E^(-3) (4)

Gradient of relative condenser capacity
and heat losses

By using equations (3) and (4), the values of curve
gradients are calculated and pictured graphically in Figure 3.
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value of condenser capacity, and as it can be seen from Figure
1, the value of efficiency of the heat supply system decreases.
In case outdoor temperature is approximately +40C, the values
of gradients are equal, growth in system efficiency cannot be
detected, and it has the maximum value.
Changes in efficiency of the system without the flue gas
condenser depending on the outdoor temperature, as
demonstrated in Figure 1, are steady without extreme, and its
value diminishes, in case outdoor temperature rises above 00C.
In order to assess the efficiency, the equations presented in
this work can be used by applying value of the condenser
capacity Ncon = 0.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
1. Operation effectiveness of the complex heat supply
system of Ludza depends on the outdoor temperature, and it
increases, in case temperature grows above 150C, and reaches
maximum, in case temperature is +40C.
2. Changes in system effectiveness are determined by the
changes in relative condenser capacity and heat losses
depending on the outdoor temperature.
3. It is demonstrated that values of gradient curves can be
used for quantitative assessment of relative changes in
condenser capacity and heat losses.
4. Changes in efficiency for a system without a flue gas
condenser depending on the outdoor temperatures, are steady
without extreme, and its value decreases, in case outdoor
temperature rises above 00C.
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